Breaking New Ground is a Heritage Lottery
funded Landscape Partnership which will deliver
a range of heritage and landscape projects in
the heart of the Brecks. You can find out more
at http://www.breakingnewground.org.uk

Pine Lines in the Brecks
Creation and Management
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You can find more information on the history of Breckland’s pine lines in ‘The Breckland Pine
Rows: History, Ecology and Landscape Character’ (2010).
Available online at http://tinyurl.com/nyl95rg

Pine Lines in the Brecks

Breck Beetles
The Brecks is particularly important for ground beetles and supports
some of the rarest species in the country. These include:
• Wormwood moonshiner Amara fusca
• Brush-thighed seed-eater Harpalus froelichii
• Set-aside downy-back Ophonus laticollis
• Bradycellus csikii
• Harpalus pumilus
• Harpalus smaragdinus
Management for beetles

Wormwood moonshiner

• In common with most specialist Breck
species, the rare ground beetles require
more-or-less annual soil disturbance,
by ploughing, grazing or other process.
Maintaining a cultivated margin on one or
both sides of your pine line is extremely
beneficial.
• In arable areas leave unsprayed and
unsown margins at least 6 metres wide to
encourage abundant annual and rare arable
plants. These margins produce the seeds
required by some of the beetles, in addition
to refuges from ploughing and overwintering
sites.

Set-aside downy-back

Pine lines can be found across the Brecks but are most numerous in the north between
Swaffham and Oxborough and in the south between Mildenhall and Elveden.

• On calcareous grassland sites, maintain
some scrub and create weedy areas
through patchy disturbance.
• Support to provide cultivated margins
and capital grants for planting new pine
lines are available under the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme.

Beetle management advice provided by Buglife - www.buglife.org.uk

The Pine Lines of the Brecks

A short-term fashion?

The pine lines are the most familiar and iconic feature of the Brecks
landscape. They comprise long, straight lines of Scots pines,
marching across the landscape and silhouetted against the sky,
sometimes growing tall and straight but more often contorted into
dramatic patterns.

So far as the evidence goes, most of the pine lines were established
in the period between 1815 and 1825, although they continued to be
planted right through the nineteenth century. They were a short-term
fashion, perhaps promoted by some entrepreneurial local nurseryman.

The lines were originally planted as hedges: the young, clipped pines
provided a good windbreak for the crops in adjacent fields and
survived well in the arid and often acidic soils of the district. A handful
of examples are still managed as hedges, but the overwhelming
majority have long since been allowed to grow into lines of mature
trees.

Although pine has some advantages over hawthorn (the other main
hedging plant used locally) in this hostile environment, pine hedges
are difficult to manage and if neglected for any length of time rapidly
develop into lines of trees which it is hard, if not impossible, to restore
to hedges. Indeed, it is possible that some of the lines were never
really managed as hedges at all: certainly, many which are today
composed of markedly straight and upright specimens are already
shown as lines of separate trees on maps from the 1880s.
Most examples, however, do appear to have been regularly trimmed
and ‘layed’ up until the early twentieth century, when management
declined due to the effects of the agricultural depression. Neglect may
have accelerated during the Great War, when agricultural labour was
in short supply.

Pine Lines and Biodiversity

Managing Pine Lines

Most of the biodiversity value in pine lines comes from the
protected corridors they provide across farmland. The wider
the buffer on each side of the line, the more valuable the line for
wildlife. Cultivated margins are more valuable than permanent
grass margins, though any buffer is better than none at all.

The pine lines give the Brecks its distinctive sense of place. No other area
of England has them in such numbers. To ensure that these important and
characteristic features can be perpetuated into the future existing lines need
to be conserved and, where feasible and appropriate, new lines established.

These distinctive features of the Brecks landscape were never
planned: they are a happy accident of history. As well as being visually
appealing and historically interesting, the pine rows also have an
importance in maintaining biodiversity. Many comprise not only a line
of trees but also associated strips of tussocky, ungrazed grassland
which are often crossed by trackways and disturbed by rabbits. The
grass strips are rich in insects – including rare species of moth – and
are favoured by grey partridges and hares. The rows themselves
provide important feeding territories for hawfinches and crossbills,
owls and bats, and in general serve as wildlife ‘corridors’ linking areas
of woodland and unimproved grassland.

Breaking New Ground is a Heritage Lottery funded project which is
conserving, connecting and restoring the landscape of the Brecks. The
Pine Lines and Pine Connections project is part of BNG and is managed by
Norfolk FWAG. For more information on BNG see www.breakingnewground.
org.uk. For more information on pine lines contact Norfolk FWAG - advice@
norfolkfwag.co.uk (01603) 814869

Planting and after-care of new pine lines
Pines can be difficult to establish in lines. For this
reason it is recommended that pot-grown specimens
are used to plant new pine lines, rather than the
transplants used in commercial forestry.
After-care is important. Newly planted trees should
be kept free from weeds and grass. Spot spraying
with glyphosate is OK, but avoid spraying the entire
length of the new line. Some weed growth will provide
the seeds needed by rare beetles. Mulch matting can
also be used, but again only for individual trees not for
the whole length of the line.
If you want pines to grow with the traditional
contorted shape, snip out the leader shoot by hand
around 3 years after planting. Pines do not respond
well to flailing and it might kill them.
Above all it is important to buffer and protect your
pine lines from farm operations. A 6 metre cultivated
margin down either side is ideal. Insecticide drift will
remove all invertebrate interest from the base of your
pine lines.

